MINNEAPOLIS
HISTORICAL & CULTURAL
WALKING TOUR

Oct 26 – For students and young investigators
Oct 28 – For all conference participants

Meet the tour guide at the registration desk at 3pm to head to the Stone Arch Bridge by bus, or meet directly at the bridge at 3:40 pm (see enclosed directions). Bus fare is $0.50.

For more info, directions and to RSVP, please contact: Nick Stanley (stan0332@umn.edu)

Walk by the Mill City Museum, which chronicles the flour milling industry that dominated world flour production for roughly a half-century and fueled the growth of Minneapolis. (Participants may choose to visit the museum after the tour. Admission fee is $8.00.)

Visit the Guthrie Theater, a center for theater performance, production, education and professional training in Minneapolis.

Walk on the Stone Arch Bridge, which offers views of the Minneapolis skyline, Pillsbury "A" Mill, St. Anthony Falls, and the new 35W bridge.
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A is Hyatt Regency. To get to the Stone Arch Bridge, participants can take bus no. 17 (East bound) at A, get off at Marquette Ave and S 1st St (Marked as B), and walk about four blocks east to the meeting point at the Stone Arch Bridge (Marked as D, picture shown below). The bus fare is $0.50. Locations of the Guthrie Theater and Mill City Museum are also marked on the map.

Bus route and schedule information can be obtained from Metro Transit (web: http://www.metrotransit.org/, Phone: 612-373-3333).

The tour will start at 3:40pm. Please meet the group at the “Mill Ruins Park” sign shown, if you are going there by yourself. The tour is about 50 minutes.